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Latch
Making New Connections
As we come together again in offices and classrooms, finding spaces that can be 
reconfigured as needed are essential—this is where Latch comes in! Latch is a flexible, 
mobile, and helpful collection designed for collaboration on the go. Easily connect and 
disconnect tables, shelving units, and presentation screens, depending on your needs. 
A creative brainstorming session can be converted into a space for a meeting huddle in 
a matter of minutes with Latch. 

The Latch collection includes 
tables with half-round or rectangle 
tops, media wall, hospitality cart, 
and shelving unit.





Easily connect and reconfigure products as needed. 
Go from a training or classroom set up to...



...a collaborative workspace in minutes, using the same products!  
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Tailor's new wood leg design offers a 
home-like aesthetic and brings warmth to 
lounge and collaborative spaces. Choose 

from nine standard stains, or stain to 
match for no extra charge.

Tailor Series
Warmth and Comfort



Finding quiet in bustling environments is a 
breeze with TalkZone. Fitted with acoustic 
sound dampening interior panels, TalkZone 
makes having a private conversation possible in 
open spaces. Built for people who crave choice, 
TalkZone is available in virtually any exterior 
color. Stay connected while you work with the 
built-in power and data module. An option of 
right or left handles allows TalkZone to fit into any 
space with ease.

TalkZone
Your Zen Moment Is Here!

Pair TalkZone with PostUp 
for a comfortable seat while 
you work! 





Apricus
Soft Seating Designed to Soothe
Our Behavioral Health soft-seating offering just got stronger with 
the addition of Apricus. Designed with a slimmed-down 
aesthetic while still maintaining the needs of hard-use 
environments, Apricus features a wall-saving frame 
balanced by angled arm panels that can be 
laminated or upholstered. Apricus 
offers a residential look for Behavioral 
Health facilities with its lighter scale 
build. 





Hardi
Patient Room Ready
The award-winning Hardi Series has expanded with Hardi Bed 
and Bedside Table. The patient room ready designs are the same 
roto-molded build that Hardi is known for, with the addition 
of biophilic texture on the outer cases. The calming wave-like 
pattern provides a sense of wellbeing for patients. Available in 
six soothing colors, both the Bed and Bedside Table can be floor 
mounted for added security, while extra weight can be added 
on-site to the Bed. 

Hardi Bed is available with 
select mattresses. 




